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News From Around PA

Senator Bob Casey has indicated he does not support the **Russell Amendment** to the National Defense Authorization Act. The amendment would protect the religious freedom of Christian organizations which contract with the gov't

The education team at the homosexual organization **Mazzoni Center** has been teaching kids in Philadelphia middle and high schools during their program called "How to Love." It includes topics like "consent, body positivity, sex and tech, sexual and gender identity, STD prevention and bullying."

**News from National Scene**

Abcnews.com.co is a "news" site in the same way that a bowl of glass shards is a balanced meal. It is but one example of the rapidly increasing number of Internet fake news sites. Dozens of fake U.S.-focused news websites have been traced to the tiny town of Vales, in the country of Macedonia. So beware where you get your news!

Bloomington, IN Mayor John Hamilton recently announced they are **renaming two paid holidays** for city workers -- in an effort to respect "differing cultures." Columbus Day will henceforth be known as "Fall Holiday" and Good Friday will be known as "Spring Holiday."

Denver County’s sheriff office has been slapped with a **$10,000 fine** by the Department of Justice because it refused to hire noncitizens as deputies. More than 40 U.S. states currently have laws that in some capacity restrict noncitizens from being police, but Colorado is not one of them.

The first month of this fiscal year, October, saw 6,051 **unaccompanied minors** — or an average of about 195 a day — released to sponsors living in the U.S., according to figures released by the Office of Refugee Resettlement. Most sponsors are family members and in the country illegally themselves.

House Republicans settled on a plan to **fund the government** through March 31 and avoid a final budget deal with President Obama.

Three "homosexual couples" have asked an appeals court to revive their challenge to a **North Carolina** law allowing magistrates with religious objections to refuse to perform same-sex marriages.

Liberals fear President-elect Trump will roll back the **social engineering** i.e. women in combat and open **transgenders** in the military.
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